
Abstract 
 

Humans observe and comprehend the world through their senses: sight, hearing, touch, smell, 
and taste. Most primate newborns -including human babies- are born with all the five senses in 
which they use in a complementary fashion to understand the events and entities surrounding 
them. However, modern Artificial Intelligence (AI) decided not to fully assimilate human 
development. That’s simply because AI models are developed in the cyberspace which contains 
different types of entities to recognize. As opposed to neonates born in hospitals surrounded by 
doctors and nurses, the developed AI models are likely to be born on the internet surrounded by 
millions of Instagram images and billions of Google words. Hence, AI scientists are focused 
primarily on teaching the digital models its surrounding environment, which happens to focus 
on two of the five signals that human use: sight (images/videos) and hearing (audio/text).This 
work discusses developing AI models in digital environments and analyze the mechanisms and 
implications of using those two senses to learn. The technology and progress of AI has been 
unpredictable, unprecedented, and full of surprises. There’s a lot to applaud but also quite some 
to fear. Ultimately, the models developed will be used by humans and they’re only amplifying 
our deepest desires, the best as much as the worst. We can only hope the next few years will 
demonstrate the most noble of the human race 
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